Fish 101

When it comes to fish, the goal is straightforward: Buy good quality, keep things simple,
and don’t overcook. by keith dresser

Buying and stor ing basics
At the Store
(Whether it’s a specialty seafood shop or a

At Home

neighborhood supermarket, make sure the source
is one with a high volume. High volume means high
turnover, which ensures freshness. The store should
smell like the sea, not fishy or sour.

(The fish should be stored on ice or well
refrigerated. If stored on ice, the fish shouldn’t be
sitting in water.

Fish stored at 32 degrees will keep twice as long as
fish stored at the typical home refrigerator temperature of 40 degrees. To create the optimum storage
conditions, place fish in a zipper-lock bag on ice (or
cover with ice packs) and store it at the back of the
refrigerator, where it’s coldest. And remember to
chill the fish immediately upon getting it home.

(The flesh of fish should appear moist
and shiny, not dull, and with even coloring.
It should feel firm, not mushy. If possible,
ask the fishmonger to press the flesh with
his finger to confirm its texture.
(Try to have the fishmonger slice steaks

Catch of the Day

		
Fish
texture

HOW
ideal
to cook     doneness

Arctic Char

Medium-Firm

S, G, PS, B, P

Medium-Rare

Bluefish

Medium-Firm

S, G, PS, B, P

Medium

Catfish

Medium-Firm

S, G, PS, B

Medium

Cod

Medium, Flaky

S, B, P 		

Medium

Flounder

Delicate, Flaky

S		

Medium

Grouper

Firm

S, G, PS, B

Medium

Haddock

Medium, Flaky

S, B, P 		

Medium

Halibut

Firm

G, PS, B, P

Medium

Mackerel

Medium-Firm

G, PS, B		

Medium

Monkfish

Firm, Meaty

G, PS, B, P

Medium

Red Snapper

Firm, Flaky

G, PS, B, P

Medium

Salmon

Medium-Firm

G, PS, B, P

Medium-Rare

Sea Bass

Medium, Flaky

S, G, B, P

Medium

Sole

Delicate, Flaky

S		

Medium

Swordfish

Very Firm,
Meaty

G, PS, B		

Medium

Tilapia

Medium-Firm,
Dense

S, B, P		

Medium

Tilefish

Firm, Flaky

G, PS, B, P

Medium

Trout

Medium-Firm

S, G, B, P		

Medium

Tuna

Very Firm,
Meaty

G, PS, B		

Rare

or fillets to order; it’s best to avoid precut.

Pre-c ooking prep
Thawing Frozen Fish
Frozen fish should be fully thawed before cooking, ideally defrosted overnight in the refrigerator. Remove
the fish from its packaging, lay it in a single layer on a rimmed plate (to catch any released water), and cover
it with plastic wrap. Thoroughly dry fish before cooking. Alternatively, defrost fish under cold running water
in its original packaging.

Removing Pin Bones

Judging Doneness

Pin bones are small white bones that run through the center
of a fillet. Most fish is sold with the pin bones removed, but
it pays to check before cooking (especially with salmon or
trout). To locate pin bones, run your fingers gently over the
fillet’s surface, feeling for hard, tiny bumps. Use tweezers or
needle-nose pliers to grasp and remove the bones.

An instant-read thermometer is a useful tool to check
doneness in thick fillets, but with thin fillets you have to
resort to a more primitive test—nicking the fish with a
paring knife and then peeking into the interior to judge
color and flakiness. Whitefish, such as cod, should be
cooked to medium (about 140 degrees)—that is, the
flesh should be opaque but still moist and just beginning to flake; salmon is best cooked to medium-rare
(about 125 degrees), with the
center still translucent; and
tuna is best when rare
(about 110 degrees),
with only the
outer layer
opaque and
the rest
of the fish
translucent.

Ensuring Even
Cooking
Fish fillets often come
in odd-sized pieces
of uneven thickness.
If your fillet has a thin,
wide tailpiece, tuck it under
before cooking to allow it
to cook at the same rate
as the thicker portion.

KEY: S = Sauté, G = Grill, PS = Pan-Sear, B = Braise, P = Poach

1. With sharp knife, cut halfway
through flesh crosswise, 2 to 3
inches from tail end.

2. Fold tail end under cut seam to
create fillet of relatively even
thickness.
cook’s
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Many people find fish intimidating—both to buy and to cook. But the truth is, once you’re armed with basic
guidelines, fish is no more complicated to buy and cook than vegetables. The keys are learning to recognize
good quality, keeping the preparation simple, and avoiding overcooking.

Five Favorite Methods f or Cooking
Successfully cooking fish fillets and steaks requires adherence to just three basic guidelines: Cook fresh fish the day you buy it (or not long after); choose a method that’s
appropriate for the texture and thickness of your fish; and avoid overcooking it. It really is that simple.

Sautéing

Braising

Dredging fish in flour and then sautéing it in a combination of butter and oil creates a crispy, delicate crust you can’t
get with other techniques. This method is best for thin fillets such as sole or flounder.

Braising can either add flavor to mild-flavored fish
or mellow assertively flavored fish. The keys are
to use low heat and a skillet with a tight-fitting lid
to trap the heat so the fish partially steams and
partially simmers.

1. Pat fish dry and season
both sides generously
with salt. Let fish stand
until it glistens with moisture, about 5 minutes.

2. Place 1/2 cup flour in
pie plate and dredge fish
in flour. Shake off any
excess.

3. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in
skillet over high heat; add
1 tablespoon butter and
heat until foaming subsides.
Reduce heat to mediumhigh and add fish to pan.

4. When bottoms are
golden brown, use two
spatulas to gently flip
fish. Continue to cook to
desired doneness.

Grilling
Grilling is a great way to accentuate flavor. Superheating the grill is the secret to preventing fish from sticking.

1. In a skillet over medium heat, sauté 1 sliced
onion and 4 cloves garlic in 2 tablespoons olive oil
until softened.
Stir in 1/2 cup
white wine and
14-ounce can
diced tomatoes and bring
mixture
to simmer.
2. Season fish with salt
and pepper. Nestle fish
into sauce and spoon a
little sauce over it.
Cover skillet,
reduce heat to
medium-low,
and cook fish
to desired
doneness.

Poaching
Poaching keeps fish moist. The flavorful liquid in which
the fish is cooked can be strained, reduced, and served
as a sauce.
1. Place disposable aluminum
pan upside down over grill.
Cover for five minutes to
superheat the grill and help
prevent sticking.

2. Scrape grate clean with
grill brush, then wipe it with
oil-dipped paper towels.
Place fish on grill perpendicular to grates.

3. Grill fish on first side until browned, 2 to 3
minutes (if fish has skin, place skin-side up).
Slide one spatula underneath fillet to lift; use
another spatula to support fish while flipped.
Continue to cook to desired doneness.

Pan-Searing
This method uses less fat than sautéing and calls for starting the fish in an even hotter pan. The result: a flavorful,
deeply golden crust, even without the aid of flour.

1. Heat 1 tablespoon vegetable oil in nonstick skillet
over high heat until just smoking. Add fish and cook for
30 seconds.

2. Reduce heat to medium-high and cook fish until it’s
well browned, 3 to 5 minutes. Using tongs, flip fish.
Remove fish when it is still slightly translucent; residual
heat will continue to cook flesh.
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1. Bring 6 cups water, 1
cup white wine, juice of
1 lemon, 1 teaspoon
table salt, 1/2 coarsely
chopped onion, and 1
coarsely chopped carrot to simmer in large
Dutch oven. A few whole
peppercorns, bay leaf, and
several sprigs of fresh parsley or
thyme can be added. Simmer until flavors
have blended,
about 20 minutes.
2. Reduce heat to
lowest setting and
place fish into liquid. Cover pot and
poach to desired
doneness, 6 to 10
minutes. Remove
fish using slotted
spoon or spatula.

